DATA SHEET
TOUGH, USER-FRIENDLY KIOSK
FOR ANY DRIVE-THRU BRAND

WITH 70 PERCENT OF QSR SALES COMING FROM THE DRIVE-THRU WINDOW, SPEED, ACCURACY AND UP-SELLS ARE KEY TO STAYING IN THE BLACK. OLEA'S NEW DETROIT MASTERS THEM ALL.

MORE EFFICIENT. MORE AFFORDABLE. IN OTHER WORDS, MORE OLEA.

With 70 percent of QSR sales coming from the drive-thru window, speed, accuracy and up-sells are key to staying in the black. Olea’s new Detroit masters them all.
SOME OF OUR SPECIALTIES

Healthcare. The medical profession is still a relative newcomer to self-service. While some kiosks confuse size and cost for excellence, Olea's line of sleek, elegant and small-form-factor units make it easy for facilities of all sizes and budgets to join the EHR revolution and provide a best-in-class patient experience.

Foodservice. Competition among QSR and Fast Casual brands is more fierce than ever, all while consumers are demanding more menu choices and better ingredients. Olea's kiosks—inside or at the drive-thru—can increase ROI by driving increased throughput, improving order accuracy and asking for the up-sell with every order.

Gaming. As casinos fight to prosper amid changing demographics and player trends, they find themselves adopting new technologies, and Olea Kiosks is leading them into the world of self-service. Our technology helps build brand loyalty, expedite check-in/check-out, bust queues, sell event tickets and more. No wonder casinos from Las Vegas to Macau get their kiosks from us.

Custom. Olea Kiosks is known as the “go-to” company for beautifully designed custom kiosks. With decades of experience on hundreds of unique projects, placing over 10,000 specialty units in the market, we feel confident saying we are the industry's leading provider of custom self-service solutions. To earn clients like Nike, Kaiser Permanente and FedEx, you have to be the best.
DETROIT DRIVE-THRU KIOSK
Fast, accurate and our most efficient drive-thru kiosk. Ever.

Our new drive-thru kiosk is named for the city known for cars, American ingenuity and grit.

The Detroit brings those elements together like no other unit on the market. It features substantial engineering advances while costing as much as 30 percent less than its predecessor.

Users will be able to see the 32” viewable monitor with higher clarity even in direct full sunlight. The advanced multi-touch touchscreen cuts down on “fat-fingering,” providing a simpler, more accurate user experience. The unit is protected by an efficient, low-voltage advanced cooling system; automotive-style door gaskets; a high-temperature industrial computer system; and tough, outdoor-rated compression security locks.

With multiple graphics and branding options, the Detroit also can be deployed freestanding or mounted on a column, post or wall, all with optional EMV-compliant card-reading capability.

The Detroit gets the order right, gets it faster and can be programmed to always ask for the up-sell. How’s that for special sauce?
A CLOSER LOOK
AT DETROIT DRIVE-THRU

Easy to use. Easy to maintain. Easy to love.

STANDARD
• 30 percent more affordable than previous model
• 32” sunlight-viewable LCD screen
• Advanced multi-touch, higher-clarity touch-screen
• Lower power draw w/advanced cooling design
• Outdoor-rated compression security locks
• Automotive-style door gasketing
• High-temp industrial computer system
• Marine-grade stereo speakers

OPTIONAL
• Flexible installation options, including freestanding or column-, post- or wall-mounting
• Custom graphics, overhead signage and other branding options are available
• Presence-detection
• EMV-compliant payment options

DIMENSIONS
• Width: 30.658”
• Height: 68.30”
• Depth: 19.16”
• Weight: 164lbs
• Base plate: 19”w x 14”d